APPLICATION OF BUTT HINGES TO DOORS ON SERIES 200FD & 1601 FOLDING DOOR HARDWARE

200FD HEAVY DUTY BIFOLD DOOR HARDWARE SET
Mortise type hinges are recommended for use with the 200FD Series Bifold Door Hardware. Square corner or radius corner butts may be used. Three hinges are recommended on doors up to 6'8" (203 cm) and four hinges on doors up to 9'0" (274 cm) tall.

1601 FULL ACCESS BIFOLD HARDWARE SET
Mortise type butt hinges may be used at the jamb door in lieu of the JOHNSON 1606 lift-off hinge when the doors exceed our recommend maximum weight, or when matching hinge type and finish with other doors in the home is desired.

We recommend four hinges be attached to the jamb door and the jamb on all openings over 6'8" (203 cm) high.

If butt hinges are used on the jamb door we recommend four 1703 Hinges be used between the doors on doors up to 6'8" (203 cm) and five hinges on doors up to 9'0" (274 cm) tall. The 1703 Hinge is not recommended on 1601 Bifold Door applications when the doors weigh over 50 lbs. (22.7 kg) each.